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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

Languagess are at the heart of computing. These include not only programming lan-
guagess of numerous shapes and sizes (object-oriented, logical, functional, general-
purpose,, domain-specific, low level, (very) high level), but also command lan-
guages,, scripting languages, query languages, configuration languages, specifi-
cationn languages, data formats, interface definition languages, and mark-up lan-
guages. . 

Softwaree products are created by writing source code in these languages, and 
thenn having this source code processed by appropriate language processing tools, 
suchh as compilers, interpreters, configuration managers, database management 
systems,, and code generators. Similarly, secondary software development tasks, 
suchh as program comprehension, reverse engineering, quality assessment and soft-
waree renovation, are supported by language processing tools such as documenta-
tionn generators, renovation factories, refactoring tools, and testing tools. Thus, 
computerr languages are more than a means of expression and communication for 
softwaree developers. They also form the interface to the software developer's tools. 
Fromm the perspective of these tools, the expressions of computer languages are 
datadata to bee processed. 

Softwaree development tools are themselves software products that need to be 
developed.. This thesis focuses on providing support for such tool development, in 
particularr for tasks that are common to and at the core of all language processing 
tools:: creating representations of source code, and traversing these representations 
too analyze them, modify them, or generate new representations from them. The 
primee objective of this thesis is to demonstrate that traversal of these representa-
tionss can be done in a generic manner, whilst their well-formedness is guaranteed 
byy a strong type system. 
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1.11 Areas of language processing 
Wee briefly review some areas of language processing, their scope and aim. We 
makee an inventory of the source code representations employed in these areas, and 
thee typical traversal scenarios that occur in them. 

Languagee implementation 

AA compiler implements the operational semantics of a programming language by 
translatingg source code to expressions in a target language [ASU86]. This target 
languagee can be the instruction set of a particular execution platform, or it can be 
ann intermediate language which in its turn needs to be compiled. 

Inn the first phase of compilation, the source code is parsed and turned into 
ann abstract syntax tree (AST). The target code generated in the last phase of a 
compilerr may in turn be represented by an AST. Sometimes, tree-shaped or graph-
shapedd intermediate representations (IRs) are used between translation steps. Be-
tweenn parsing and code generation, various static checks may be performed, such 
ass type checks and initialization checks. Another phase that may precede transla-
tionn is desugaring or normalization. 

Optimizingg compilers perform sophisticated analyses to be able to reduce the 
numberr of instructions that are generated, the memory or time consumption of the 
generatedd program, or to improve other properties. Such analyses include data 
floww analysis, control flow analysis, and liveness analysis. Typically, various kinds 
off  dependency graphs are constructed during these analyses. The results of these 
analysess are often used to steer subsequent transformations, such as inlining and 
deforestation. . 

Ann interpreter, like a compiler, consumes source code, but implements oper-
ationall  semantics in a different way. Not by translation to a target language, but 
byy executing target instructions on the execution platform directly. The parsing, 
checking,, and desugaring phases of a compiler, including the source representa-
tionss involved in them, may also be found in interpreters. The actual interpretation 
phasee itself is a traversal of a source code representation that is programmed in the 
targett language, i.e. in a language that runs on the execution platform. 

Reversee Engineering 

Reversee engineering [CC90] aims at creating representations of a software system, 
itss components, and their interrelationships at a higher level of abstraction. This in-
cludess activities such as decompilation (reconstruct source code from object code), 
architecturee extraction (reconstruct design from implementation), and documen-
tationn generation (extract APIs, textual and graphical overviews, indexes). The 
ultimatee goal of reverse engineering can be (interactive) program comprehension, 
impactt analysis, quality assessment, re-implementation, or migration. 
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Often,, reverse engineering only concerns certain aspects of the source code, 
becausee the particular higher level model that is to be constructed abstracts over 
otherr aspects. For example, in architecture extraction for Java, one is usually not 
interestedd in the bodies of methods, but only in their signatures and the call re-
lationss among them. As a consequence, reverse engineering tools may not per-
formm a full syntactic analysis, but opt for selective parsing with an island gram-
marr [DK99a, Moo02], or for lexical analysis. In such cases, the initial source rep-
resentationn is not a fully detailed AST, but a rather trimmed-down AST, or simply 
aa table. 

Otherr source code representations employed in reverse engineering include 
modulee graphs, conditional call graphs (see Chapter 7), concept lattices [SneOO, 
DK99b],, and document trees. 

Generativee Programming 

Thee objective of generative programming [CE99] is the construction of programs 
byy automating the construction and configuration of components. Generative pro-
grammingg is, in some sense, directed in the opposite sense of reverse engineering, 
ass it involves generation of actual programs from higher-level specifications of 
suchh programs. The effect of using generative programming is that the level of 
abstractionn at which the programmer works is raised from the solution domain to 
thee problem domain. 

Threee kinds of computer languages play a central role in generative program-
ming:: domain-specific languages, template programming languages, and configu-
rationn languages. 

Domain-specificc languages (DSLs) or 'littl e languages' are executable specifi-
cationn languages that provide expressive power focused on a particular application 
domainn [DKVOO]. In generative programming, DSLs are used to give high-level 
specificationss of software components. DSL compilers (also called application 
generatorss [Oe88]) generate implementations in general-purpose programming 
languagess from DSL programs. Examples of domains for which DSLs have been 
developedd include digital hardware design [JB99], financial products [B+96], and 
telecommunicationss [LR94], 

Onee of the implementation techniques for DSL compilers, commonly used in 
generativee programming is template programming. A template language is an ex-
tensionn to a general-purpose programming language that allows the programmers 
too generate base language code at, or immediately preceding, compilation time. A 
well-knownn example is the template programming facility of C++. 

Bothh generated and hand-crafted components must be configured into a final 
softwaree product. To automate such configuration, configuration languages can 
bee used. These are formats or littl e languages in which the configuration of a 
systemm can be described, usually at the problem level. Examples of configuration 
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languagess include the Feature Description Language [DK02], and the autobundle 
packagee description language [Jon02b]. 

Sourcee code representations that may play a role in generative programming 
aree the ASTs of DSL programs and of generated code, as well as representa-
tionss of configuration spaces and component dependencies. DSL compilers and 
transformation-basedd generators implement similar traversal scenarios as compil-
erss for general-purpose languages. Traversal scenarios on representations of con-
figurationsfigurations and component dependencies include computation of transitive clo-
suress or transitive reductions, and normalization. 

Softwaree Renovation 

Thee aim of software renovation [DKV99] (also known as re-engineering [DV02a]) 
iss to automatically carry out modifications on a complete software system such that 
errorss are removed (corrective maintenance), or additional or different require-
mentss are met (perfective or adaptive maintenance). Such modifications can range 
fromm minor changes (e.g. bug fixes) to structural change (e.g. re-modularization, 
goto-elimination). . 

Softwaree renovation bears similarity to reverse engineering in the sense that 
itt is usually only concerned with certain aspects of the source code. A differ-
encee is that in software renovation the end product is of the same abstraction level 
ass the initial source, and therefore the aspects of the code that are not changed 
stilll  need to be preserved. These include aspects such as comments and layout. 
Thee consequence of this is that software renovation, like reverse engineering, may 
usee selective analysis techniques, such as parsing with island grammars, or lex-
icall  analysis, but the source code representations that are constructed still need 
too contain all non-relevant parts of the source code in an unanalyzed form. This 
meanss that the ASTs still need to contain 'water', i.e. strings of unparsed code. 
Anotherr technique is to keep detailed information in the AST about the origin of 
eachh node, and to perform the changes, not on the AST itself, but directly on the 
source.. One may also decide to use parse trees (concrete syntax trees) that contain 
alll  information about the source (including lexicals, layout, and comments), and to 
implementt traversals on these. To regain space-efficiency, compression techniques 
suchh as hash-consing [AG93, BJKO00] may be used, and traversal will take place 
onn compressed trees. 

Whetherr ASTs with water or origins are used, or full parse trees, the traversal 
scenarioss to be implemented are basically the same. The trees must be analyzed to 
determinee which changes need to be made, and subsequently they must be trans-
formedd accordingly. Finally, the representation of the renovated source code must 
bee unparsed or pretty-printed in a conservative fashion (i.e. with preservation of 
layoutt and comments [BV96, Jon02a]). As in the case of compilation, additional 
analysess involving dependency graphs may be needed as well. 
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Documentt  processing 

Mark-upp languages, most notably HTML and XML [BPSM98], are intended to 
representt and exchange semi-structured information in documents that contain not 
onlyy text, but also markers that lend structure to the document. Just like program 
sourcee text, marked-up documents can be parsed to construct ASTs. Such ASTs 
mayy contain large portions of unanalyzed text. 

Documentt processing may be aimed at retrieving information from a docu-
ment,, transforming a document, or translating it to another format. XML doc-
umentss are typically used to hold information that can be presented in different 
formss by applying different document processors that translate to HTML. Also, 
marked-upp documents can be used as exchange format in electronic data inter-
changee (EDI). 

Representationss and traversal scenarios in language processing 

Thus,, the source code representations that are used throughout these areas of lan-
guagee processing are syntax trees (abstract, concrete, with and without portions of 
unanalyzedd text), dependency graphs (data flow, control flow, import structure), 
andd tables with metrics and other properties. 

Thee traversals over these source code representations can be categorized as 
translationstranslations (compilation, reverse engineering, type inference, pretty-printing, flow 
analysis),, rephrasings (normalization, desugaring, renovation), and analyses (type 
checking,, unparsing, computation of metrics). Here we adopt the terminology of 
thee program transformation taxonomies in [JVV01, V + ] , where a translation is a 
traversall  that generates a representation of a different type, a rephrasing is a traver-
sall  that produces a modified representation of the same type, and an analysis is 
aa traversal that derives properties or values. Note that, following this taxonomy, 
traversalss such as type inference and flow analysis are categorized as translations 
ratherr than analyses, because their results are highly structured and can themselves 
bee viewed as (trimmed-down) source code representations. 

1.22 The role of types 

Ass we have seen, the source code representations involved in different areas of 
languagee processing are usually highly heterogeneous data structures. An abstract 
syntaxx tree, for instance, is a term over the many-sorted signature that corresponds 
too the abstract syntax of the input language. For widely used languages such as 
Javaa and XML, the signature contains about 100 sorts and several hundreds of 
productions.. Grammars for (dialects of) the legacy language Cobol contain about 
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2000 sorts and about 600 productions.' For smaller languages and formats, such as 
DSLs,, syntax definition formats, graph representation formats, and island gram-
mars,, these numbers are usually lower, but around 20 sorts and several dozens of 
productionss is not uncommon. 

Likewise,, graph-shaped source code representations, such a data-flow graphs 
andd conditional call graphs, are usually heterogeneous. For instance, Control-
Cruiserr (to be discussed in Chapter 7) represents Cobol control flow with a condi-
tionall  call graph that contains 5 concrete and 5 abstract node types. The exchange 
formatt FAMIX, used within the FAMOOS re-engineering project for exchange of 
object-orientedd source code, consists of 22 types [DTS99J. 

Inn case of document processing, the structure of a document is dictated by 
aa document format. In the special case of XML, a distinction is made between 
well-formednesss and validity. A well-formed document adheres to the general 
XMLL format. A valid document additionally adheres to a given document type 
definitionn (DTD), or 'schema'. A close correspondence exists between document 
schemass and many-sorted signatures: roughly, 'elements' correspond to sorts, and 
theirr alternatives correspond to productions (see [MLM01] for a more in depth 
discussion). . 

Whenn processing heterogeneous data structures, the use of a programming lan-
guagee with a strong type system can bring various benefits. Firstly, by giving 
strongg types to the elements of the data structures, the programs that operate on 
themm are guaranteed to preserve their well-formedness (as far as the expressive-
nesss of the type system goes). Ill-formed input will be rejected, and well-formed 
outputt is guaranteed. Secondly, the programs themselves will be guaranteed to 
bee well-formed. Any error in a pattern-match, a data component selection, a data 
construction,, or other manipulation will be discovered and reported at compila-
tionn time. Secondly, types abstract over a piece of functionality and therefore can 
bee used to describe its interface. This is useful for encapsulation, program un-
derstanding,, and it can form the basis for generated documentation. The method 
headerss in Java, for instance, are used to form the interface of a class as well as 
thee API of an entire application, and they are presented in browsable form by the 
javadocjavadoc documentation generator. 

Inn various programming language paradigms, heterogeneous data structures, 
suchh as source code representations, are given types in different ways. In object-
orientedd programming, a class-hierarchy provides the types. In term rewriting a 
first-orderr many-sorted signature provides the types. In functional programming a 
sett of algebraic datatypes serves this role. When a strongly typed language from 
onee of these paradigms is used for language processing, the abovementioned ben-
efitss can be enjoyed. 

But,, when the aim is to program traversals, strong type systems may also entail 
somee disadvantages, as we will explain below. 

11 These figures are based on the SDF grammars of these languages in the online grammar base [GB]. 
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GrammarGrammar (Non Terminal, Prod *) 
Prod(NonTerminal,Prod(NonTerminal, Reg Exp) 
T(T( Terminal) 
NN (Non Terminal) 
Empty Empty 
Star(RegExp) Star(RegExp) 
PlusPlus (Reg Exp) 
Opt{RegExp) Opt{RegExp) 
Seq(RegExp,Seq(RegExp, Reg Exp) 
Alt(RegExp,Alt(RegExp, RegExp) 

TerminalTerminal and NonTerminal are the set of terminal symbols, and the set of non-terminal 
symbols. . 

Figuree 1.1: Abstract syntax of EBNF. 

1.33 Traditiona l typeful approaches to traversal 

Let'ss consider some of the consequences of using a typeful programming approach 
too solve traversal problems. 

Supposee the source code representation at hand is the AST of a syntax defini-
tionn formalism, say EBNF, and among the operations we want to implement are 
(i)) collecting all non-terminals, and (ii) normalizing optional symbols (replace all 
regularr expressions of the form [R]  with expressions of the form R\e). Figure 1.1 
showss an abstract syntax for EBNF (in the form of a tree grammar) that consists of 
55 sorts (node types) and 10 productions (node constructors). Let's sketch the 'text-
book'' approach to solving these problems in various strongly typed programming 
languagee paradigms. 

Termm rewritin g 

Inn term rewriting the abstract syntax of EBNF can be represented with a first-order 
signature,, as shown in Figure 1.2. The main difference with the tree grammar of 
Figuree 1.1 is that the iteration of productions (Prod *) has been expanded into the 
sortt Prods. Solutions to our two example problems are shown in Figure 1.3. We 
wil ll  now explain these solutions. 

Too solve the collection problem (i) in a term rewriting system, we need to 
introducee a new function symbol colls of type S —  NonTermSet for each (non-
lexical)) sort S. Here we assume that a sort NonTermSet for sets of non-terminals 
hass been previously defined together with appropriate operations on them. Fur-
thermore,, for all these additional function symbols, a rewrite rule must be added 
forr each production of the argument sort. These rules perform recursive calls on all 

Grammar Grammar 
Prod Prod 
RegExp RegExp 
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Grammar Grammar 
ProdsNil ProdsNil 
ProdsCons ProdsCons 
Prod Prod 
T T 
N N 
Empty Empty 
Star Star 
Plus Plus 
Opt Opt 
Seq Seq 
Alt Alt 

NonTerminalNonTerminal * Prods ~  Grammar 
Prods Prods 
ProdProd * Prods —> Prods 
NonTerminalNonTerminal * RegExp —  Prod 
TerminalTerminal —  RegExp 
NonTerminalNonTerminal —> RegExp 
RegExp RegExp 
RegExpRegExp —> RegExp 
RegExpRegExp -^ RegExp 
RegExpRegExp —» RegExp 
RegExpRegExp * RegExp —> RegExp 
RegExpRegExp * RegExp —  RegExp 

Figuree 1.2: First-order signature that represents the abstract syntax of EBNF. 

subtermss except those of type NonTerminal. The results of the recursive calls are 
concatenatedd with each other and with singleton sets that contain the encountered 
non-terminals.. This style of rewriting can be called the 'functional style' in view 
off  the pervasive use of additional function symbols. 

Too solve the normalization problem (ii), two alternative avenues can be taken. 
Firstly,, one can refrain from introducing additional function symbols and solve 
thee problem in a 'pure' rewriting style. To this end, a single rewrite rule is added 
whichh simply rewrites Opt (re) to Alt (re, Empty). This solution is very concise, 
butt problematic when more traversals need to be implemented in a single rewrite 
system.. The lack of function symbols results in a lack of control over the schedul-
ingg of traversals and to which subterms they are applied. If, for instance, our 
applicationn needs to return not only the normalized grammar, but must also report 
whichh expressions have been eliminated, this is impossible, simply because we 
cann not prevent the eliminated expressions from being normalized as well. Also, 
iff  we want to implement the introduction rule for optional expressions in the same 
system,, we will immediately obtain a non-terminating rewrite system. 

Thee second avenue to solve the normalization problem is to again use the func-
tionall  style of rewriting. This time, function symbols norms  S —> S are in-
troducedd for all sorts S. For norm?!(Opt(re)), a rule is added that reduces to 
AltAlt (norm N (re), Empty). For all other productions, a rule is added that recur-
sivelyy calls the appropriate normalization functions on all subterms, and recon-
structss the term with the results as subterms. Here, conciseness is lost, but traversal 
controll  is regained. For instance, traversal can be cut off by omitting a recursive 
call,, and traversals can be sequenced by applying functions in a particular order. 
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Collectionn of non-terminals in 'functional 

COllGrammar COllGrammar 

COÜprods COÜprods 

COÜprod COÜprod 

COÜRegExp COÜRegExp 

coÜGrammarcoÜGrammar {Grammar {nt, 

rewritingg style: 

GrammarGrammar —  NonTermSet 
ProdsProds -
ProdProd — 
RegExp RegExp 

ps)) ps)) 

collprodscollprods {Prods Nil) 
collprods{ProdsCons{p,collprods{ProdsCons{p, ps)) 

collprod{Prod{nt,collprod{Prod{nt, re)) 

COÜRegExpCOÜRegExp {T{t)) 

COÜRegExp{N{nt)) COÜRegExp{N{nt)) 

coÜRcoÜReegExp{Empty) gExp{Empty) 
coÜRegExcoÜRegExPP{Star{re)) {Star{re)) 
coÜRegExpcoÜRegExp {Plus {re)) 
coÜRecoÜReggExp{Opt{re)) Exp{Opt{re)) 
coÜRecoÜReggExp{Seq{rei,Exp{Seq{rei, res)) 
coÜRecoÜRe99Exp{Alt{rei,Exp{Alt{rei, re2)) 

Normalizationn of optionals in 'pure 

Opt{re Opt{re 

v + + 

-^ ^ 

'' rewriting 

)) ^~+ 

Normalizationn of optionals in 'functional' 

->> NonTermSet 
>>  NonTermSet 
—  NonTermSet 

{nt}{nt}  U COÜprods{ps) 

0 0 
C0llprod{p)C0llprod{p) U COÜprods{ps) 

{nt}{nt}  U coÜRegExp{re) 

0 0 
{ni } } 
0 0 

coÜRegExpcoÜRegExp {re) 
COÜRegExp{re) COÜRegExp{re) 

COÜRegExp{rei)COÜRegExp{rei) U COÜRegExp {re2) 

COllRegExp(rei)COllRegExp(rei) U C0ÜRegExp{re2) 

style. . 

Alt{re,Alt{re, Empty) 

rewritingg style. 

normprod d 
nomiRegExp nomiRegExp 

normorammarnormorammar {Grammar {nt,ps)) 

normprodsnormprods {Prods Nil) 
normprodsnormprods {Prods Cons {p, ps)) 

normprod{Prod{ntnormprod{Prod{nt)) re)) 

normnormRegRegExExPP{T{t)) {T{t)) 
norrriRegExpnorrriRegExp {N{nt)) 
nomiRegExpnomiRegExp {Empty) 
nomiRegExpnomiRegExp {Star{re)) 
norrriRegExpnorrriRegExp {Plus {re)) 
nomiRegExpnomiRegExp {Opt {re)) 
norrriRegExpnorrriRegExp {Seq {rei, res)) 
nomiRegExpnomiRegExp {Alt{rei  ,re2)) 

GrammarGrammar —  Grammar 
ProdsProds —* Prods 
ProdProd — Prod 
RegExpRegExp —  RegExp 

-++ Grammar {nt,normprods{ps)) 

ProdsNil ProdsNil 

ProdsProds Cons {norm prod {p), normprods {ps)) 

ProdProd {nt, nomiRegExp {re)) 

T{t) T{t) 
N{nt) N{nt) 
Empty Empty 
Star{nomiRegExpStar{nomiRegExp {re)) 
PlusPlus (norrriRegExp {re)) 
AA It {norrriRegExp {re), Empty) 
Seq{normRegExSeq{normRegExPP{rei),normRegExp{res)) {rei),normRegExp{res)) 
Alt{normRegExp{reiAlt{normRegExp{rei),), nomiRegExp {re 2)) 

Figuree 1.3: Implementations of EBNF operations in term rewriting. 
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d a t aa Grammar -
d a t aa Prod -
da taa RegExp -

t y p ee Terminal -
t y p ee NonTerminal -

-- Grammar NonTerminal [Prod] 
-- Prod NonTerminal RegExp 
-- T Terminal 

NN NonTerminal 
Empty Empty 
StarStar RegExp 
PlusPlus RegExp 
OptOpt RegExp 
SeqSeq RegExp RegExp 
AltAlt RegExp RegExp 

-- String 
-- String 

Figuree 1.4: Haskell datatypes that represent the abstract syntax of EBNF. 

Functionall  programming 

Inn functional programming, the abstract syntax of EBNF would be represented by 
aa set of algebraic datatypes. This is shown in Figure 1.4. Both operations (i) and 
(ii )) can then be implemented in a fashion quite similar to the functional style of 
rewritingg discussed above. These are shown in Figure 1.5. Apart from syntax, the 
differencess are minor and not relevant for our particular problem (e.g. the iteration 
off  productions Prod* is represented by a list [Prod] which is processed with the 
polymorphicc map function rather than by a dedicated function; also, lists are used 
too represent sets of non-terminals). 

Inn contrast to first-order term rewriting languages, functional programming 
languagess support parametric polymorphism and higher-order types. We can 
makee use of these features to implement our EBNF operations with generalized 
foldsfolds [MFP91]. We would start by defining a function folds f° r every datatype 5, 
ass shown in Figure 1.6. These functions take as many arguments as there are data 
constructorr functions in our set of datatypes, i.e. as there are productions in the 
abstractt grammar. These arguments can be grouped into a fold algebra, which is 
modeledd in Haskell by a record AlgEBNP- The type of each argument (record 
member)) reflects the type of the constructor function to which it corresponds. 
Forr instance, the constructor Opt : RegExp —> RegExp is represented by an ar-
gumentt of type re —> re, where re is a type variable that represents occurrences 
off  RegExp. Together, the fold functions capture the scheme of primitive recur-
sionn over our set of datatypes. By supplying appropriate functions as arguments to 
thee function foldQramrnar, the EBNF operations can be reconstructed, as shown in 
Figuree 1.7. For collection, these arguments are empty lists or repeated list concate-
nationss for most cases, and a singleton construction function for the argument that 
correspondss to NonTerminal. For normalization, all arguments are instantiated 
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Collectionn of non-terminals 

COltCOlt Grammar 

collcoll Grammar (Grammar nt ps) 

COllCOll prod 

collcoll prod (Prod nt re) 

CollColl RegExp 

COllfiegExpCOllfiegExp (T t) 

COÜCOÜ RegExp (N nt) 

collfiegExpcollfiegExp Empty 
COIIR^EXPCOIIR^EXP (Star re) 

COÜRegExpCOÜRegExp (Plus re) 
coÜRegExpcoÜRegExp (Opt re) 
coÜRegExpcoÜRegExp (Seq re A re-2) 
coÜRegExpcoÜRegExp (Alt re A re-2) 

Normalizationn of optionals 

normnorm Grammar 

normnorm Grammar (Grammar nt ps) 

normnorm prod 
normnorm prod (Prod nt re) 

norrriRegExp norrriRegExp 
normpegExpnormpegExp (T t) 
normRegExpnormRegExp (N nt) 
normRegExpnormRegExp Empty 
normRegExpnormRegExp (Star re) 
normRegExpnormRegExp (Plus re) 
normRegExpnormRegExp (Opt re) 
normRegExpnormRegExp (Seq re A re AY) 
normRegExpnormRegExp (Alt re A re AY) 

= = 

= = 

= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 

Wee use the following standard functions 
tion: : 

(-H-) ) 
map map 
concat concat 

GrammarGrammar —  [NonTerminal] 
[nt][nt]  -|f (concat (map collprod ps)) 

ProdProd —* [NonTerminal] 
[nt\-W-[nt\-W- (coÜRegExp re) 

RegExpRegExp  [NonTerminal] 

[} [} 
[nt] [nt] 

[} [} 
collRcollRegegExpExp re 
coÜRegExpcoÜRegExp re 
coÜRcoÜRegegExpExp re 
(coÜRegExp(coÜRegExp re A) -H- (coÜRegExp re Ai) 
(coÜRegExp(coÜRegExp re A) -H- (coÜRegExp re Al) 

GrammarGrammar —  Grammar 
GrammarGrammar nt (map normprod ps) 

ProdProd —y Prod 
ProdProd nt (normRegExp re) 

RegExpRegExp —> RegExp 
TT t 
NN nt 
Empty Empty 
StarStar (normRegExp re) 
PlusPlus (normRegExp re) 
AltAlt (normRegExp re) Empty 
SeqSeq (normRegExp re A) (norm Rcg Exp re.2) 
AltAlt (normRegExp re A) (normRegExp re AY) 

onn lists for appending, mapping, and concatena-

[a][a]  - H . [a]  - > [a] 

(a(a - b) - [a]  -> [6] 

[ [ a ] ] - [ a ] ] 

Figuree 1.5: Haskell implementation of example problems. 
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Foldd algebra for EBNF: 

da taa AlgEBNF g ps p re 
== Alg EBNF{ grammar 

prodsnil prodsnil 
prodsprods cons 
prod prod 
t t 
n n 

e e 
star star 
plus plus 
opt opt 
seq seq 
alt alt 

NonTerminalNonTerminal —  ps —  g, 
:: ps, 
::  p —*  ps —  ps, 
:: NonTerminal —  re —  p, 
:: Terminal —> re, 
:: NonTerminal  re, 

:: re, 
:: re —  re, 
:: re —  re, 
:: re —> re, 
:: re —> re —> re, 
:: re —> re —  re} 

Thee fold algebra is modeled as a Haskell record with one member for each constuctor in 
thee EBNF abstract syntax. The typess of these members are derived from the types of the 
constructorss by replacing the constant types Grammar, [Prod], Prod, and RegExp that 
standd for non-terminals by type variables g, ps, p, and re. The fold algebra is parameter-
izedd with these variables. 

Foldd functions for EBNF: 

JOlaJOla Grammar 

f°ldf°ldGrarnrnarGrarnrnar a {Grammar nt 

f°f°ldldProdProdS S 

foldfoldProdsProds a [] 

foldprodsfoldprods a (P : PS) 

f°f°ldldProd Prod 
foldfoldProdProd a (Prod nt re) 

foldfold RegExp 
foldfoldRegExpRegExp a{T x) 
foldfoldRegExpRegExp a (N x) 
foldfoldRegExpRegExp a Empty 

fofoldldReRe99ExvExv a (Star re) 

fofoldld
ReRegExpgExp a (PluS Te) 

foldfoldRegExpRegExp a (Opt re) 

f°f°ldldRegExpRegExp a (Seq rej re2) 

fofoldld
ReRegExpgExp a (Alt rei  re2) 

Eachh fold function replaces the 
correspondingg algebra member 

::: AlgEBNF g ps p re —*  Grammar —* g 
ps)ps) = grammar a nt (foldProds a ps) 

 ^9EBNF 9 Ps P re-  ̂ [Prod]  ̂ ps 

==  prodsnil a 
== prodscons a (foldProd a p) {foldProdll a ps) 

 AI9EBNF g ps p re  ̂ Prod -» p 

==  prod a nt (foldRegExp a re) 
: :: A19EBNF g ps p re -  ̂ RegExp -»  re 

—— tax 
—— n a x 
==  e a 
== star a (foldRegBxp a re) 
==  plus a (foldRegExp a re) 
==  opt a (foldRegExp a re) 
-- seq a (foldRegExp are}) (foldRegExp a re2) 
==  alt a (foldRegExp arei) (foldRegExp a re2) 

applicationn of a constructor C by the application of the 
cc to the recursive applications of the fold function to the 

argumentss of the constructor. The selection of member c from algebra a is written simply 
ass c a. 

Figuree 1.6: Haskell implementation of the generalized fold for EBNF. 
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Collectionn of non-terminals: 

collcoll:::: Grammar —  [NonTerminal] 
collcoll = foldGrammar algcoll 

^9coii^9coii :: M9EBNF [NonTerminal] 
algalgcollcoll = AlgEBNF{ grammar 

prodsnil prodsnil 
prodscons prodscons 
prod prod 
t t 
n n 
e e 

star star 
plus plus 
opt opt 
seq seq 
alt alt 

NonTerminal]NonTerminal] [NonTerminal] [NonTerminal] 
—— Xnt ps —  [nt]  -H- ps, 

== [] , 
== \p ps —> p -H- ps, 
== Ant re —* [nt]-M-  re, 
==  At ->[ ] , 
== An£ —* [nt], 
==  [], 
== Are —> re, 
== Are — re, 
== Are — re, 
== Are; reg —  rex -H- res, 
== Arej reg —> rej -H- re2 } 

Mostt algebra members are functions that return empty lists or concatenations of their 
arguments.. Arguments that represent non-terminals are placed in singleton lists. 

Normalizationn of optionals: 

normnorm :: Grammar —* Grammar 
normnorm = foldGrarnmar algnoT7n 

^9norm^9norm  Al9 EBNF Grammar [Prod] Prod RegExp 
al9n al9n —— AlgEBNF{ grammar 

prodsnil prodsnil 
prodscons prodscons 
prod prod 
t t 
n n 
e e 
star star 
plus plus 
opt opt 
seq seq 
alt alt 

= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
— — 
= = 
= = 
= = 
= = 
— — 

Grammar, Grammar, 

[] , , 
(0, , 
Prod, Prod, 
T, T, 
N, N, 
Empty, Empty, 
Star, Star, 
Plus, Plus, 
Aree —> Alt re Empty, 
Seq, Seq, 
Alt} Alt} 

Mostt algebra members are the constructor functions to which they correspond. The mem-
berr opt is a function that returns a term constructed with Alt and Empty, instead of 
Opt. Opt. 

Figuree 1.7: Haskell implementation of example problems, using folds. 
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too the constructor functions to which they correspond, except for the argument 
correspondingg to Opt, which is instantiated to the function Are —> Alt re Empty. 

Thus,, by using folds we are able to reuse the recursion scheme between var-
iouss operations on the same source code representation, as long as they can be 
solvedd with primitive recursion. Note that the use of (generalized) folds has been 
advocatedd mainly to facilitate reasoning about programs and optimizing them on 
thee basis of the mathematical properties of folds. The possibility of using them to 
improvee reuse is largely unexplored (but see Chapter 3). 

Object-orientedd programming 

Inn class-based object-oriented programming, the abstract syntax of EBNF can be 
representedd with a class hierarchy, as shown in Figure 1.8. The most straightfor-
wardd approach to implementing operations (i) and (ii) is by adding corresponding 
methodss to each of the classes in the hierarchy. For each class C, the methods have 
signaturess coll(Set) : void and norm() : C. The bodies of these methods are im-
plementedd in a way quite similar to the functional and rewriting implementations. 

"UI, "UI, 
Grammar r 
coll() ) 
normQ Q 

Prod d 
coll() ) 
normQ Q 

\I \I 
nt t 

N N 
coIl() ) 
norm() ) 

NonTerminal l Terminal l 
T T 
coll() ) 
normQ Q 

RegExp RegExp 
coll() ) 
normQ Q 

Seq q 
coll() ) 
normQ Q 

Alt t 
coIlQ Q 
norm() ) 

Plus s 
colIQ Q 
norm() ) 

Opt t 
collO O 
norm() ) 

; e^ c / , , 

Star r 

collO O 
normO O 

Empty y 

colIQ Q 
norm() ) 

classs N extends RegExp { 

voidd coll(Set results) 

results.add(nt); ; 

} } 

} } 

{ { 

classs Opt extends RegExp { 

RegExpp norm() { 
returnn new Alt(re.norm(), 

neww Empty()) 

} } 

Figuree 1.8: UML diagram of the class hierarchy for the EBNF syntax. The Java 
implementationn of the methods coll() and norm() are shown only for the 'inter-
esting'' cases. 
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\t># # 

Vc Vc 

>tiaces s 

Visitable e 

accept(Visitor) ) 

Visitor r 

etaï ï m~ m~ 
Prod d RegExp p 

visitA A 

visitRegExp p 

TopDown n 

OO jet* 
^055" " 

Coll l 

Sett result = new Set(); 
voidd visitN(N n) j 
result.add(n.nt()); ; 
returnn new N(n.ntQ); 

Norm m 
RegExpp visitOpt(Opt opt) { 
returnn new Alt( 
(RegExp)) opt.re().accept(this), 
neww EmptyO ); | 

classs N extends RegExp implements Visitable { 

Visitablee accept(Visitor v) { 
returnn v.visitN(this); } 

classs Opt extends RegExp implements Visitable { 

Visitablee accept(Visitor v) { 
returnn v.visitOpt(this); } 

classs TopDown extends Visitor { 

publicc RegExp visitN(N n) { 
returnn new N(n.ntO); } 

publicc RegExp visitOpt(Opt opt) { 
returnn new Opt((RegExp) opt.re().accept(this)) 

publicc RegExp visitAlt(Alt alt) { 
returnn new Alt((RegExp) alt.rel().accept(this) 

(RegExp)) alt.re2().accept(this) 
} } 

Figuree 1.9: Implementation of the example problems, using the Visitor pattern. 

Thee code excerpts show the implementation of the Visitable interface by the con-

cretee classes N and Opt, as well as fragments of the default TopDown visitor. The 

UMLL diagram shows the specific visitors required to solve the example problems. 
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Theyy mostly make recursive method calls on their components, and only the bodies 
off  N.collQ and Opt.normQ implement 'interesting' behavior. Figure 1.8 shows 
thee implementation of these two methods in Java. Here, the parameter result is 
aa reference to a Set of non-terminals. With the add method, the nonterminal nt 
referredd to by an object of type NonTerminal is added to this set. 

Alternatively,, one could implement the EBNF operations in accordance with 
thee Visitor design pattern [GHJV94]. This is illustrated in Figure 1.9. In this ap-
proach,, an accept( Visitor) method is added to every class in the hierarchy, where 
thee interface Visitor contains a method visitC(C) : A for each concrete class C 
withh abstract superclass A. Here, we assume returning visitors, i.e. visitors with 
visitt methods that have their input type as result type, instead of void. Now, oper-
ationss on the hierarchy can be implemented by providing implementations of the 
VisitorVisitor interface. A common approach is to first implement a default visitor that 
performss a top-down traversal over the object graph. Then, this top-down visitor 
cann be specialized to implement our example problems (i) and (ii) by redefining 
thee visitN and visitOpt methods, respectively. This is shown in the figure. In the 
casee of collection (i), an additional field result needs to be added to the special-
izationn of Visitor to hold the result of the collection, i.e. a set of NonTerminal 
objects.. In case of normalization (ii), the component re of the argument opt is 
selectedd and used in the construction of a new Alt object. 

Thee visitor approach is somewhat similar to the fold approach in functional 
programming,, in the sense that the recursion behavior is factored out and can be 
reusedd to implement a range of particular traversals. 

Lackk of genericity in traditiona l typeful approaches 

Thus,, in each of the sketched typeful approaches to our littl e EBNF example prob-
lems,, we observe that traversal of the AST is dealt with in a non-generic man-
ner.. The traversal behavior is implemented separately for each specific node type, 
wheree access to and iteration over the immediate subtrees is dealt with in a type-
specificc way. 

Thoughh we have intentionally constructed our examples to bear out the conse-
quencess of a typeful approach to traversal, the situation is not atypical. In traver-
sall  problems where the proportion of 'interesting' nodes is larger, where the tree 
needss to be traversed only partially, or in a different order, where traversals must be 
nestedd or sequenced, where side-effects or environment propagation are needed, or 
wheree other considerations add to the complexity, the bottom line remains: each 
typee needs to be dealt with in a type-specific way, regardless of the conceptual 
genericityy of the required behavior. 
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1.44 Challenges 
Givenn the scenarios sketched above, and the general assessment that adding types 
leadss to non-generic implementation of traversal behavior, we can now articulate 
aa number of concrete disadvantages of using a typeful approach to traversals. We 
wil ll  take up these disadvantages as challenges to be met by the techniques for 
typefull  generic traversal presented in this thesis. 

Conciseness s 
Thee most obvious casualty in our example scenarios is conciseness. Note that 
ourr example traversal problems (i) and (ii) only require 'interesting' behavior for 
nodess of a single type. For all the other nodes, only straightforward recursion 
behaviorr is needed. Though this recursion behavior is conceptually the same for 
alll  types, it needs to be implemented over and over again for each type. The 
reasonn is that when the data structure is heterogeneous, access to and traversal over 
itss subelement requires dealing with many specific types in specific ways. None 
off  the mentioned programming languages offers constructs or idioms to perform 
suchh access and traversal in a generic manner. As a result, lengthy traversal code 
iss needed. 

Inn the functional style of rewriting, the functional programming approach with-
outt folds, and the object-oriented approach without visitors, this means that for 
eachh new traversal problem, new function symbols, functions, or methods need to 
bee introduced for all types. 

Thee functional approach with folds allows some reuse between traversals, but 
withoutt gaining much conciseness. The recursion behavior captured by the fold 
functionn is reusable, but needs to be instantiated over and over again with functions 
forr all types. Also, a different lengthy fold function is needed for every system of 
datatypes. . 

Thee visitor approach is an exception. Here, the same lengthy encoding of 
traversall  behavior is needed. But at least this behavior can be encapsulated in a 
singlee visitor class, after which particular traversals can be implemented succinctly 
ass subclasses that refine only a limited number of visit methods. However, when 
differentt default traversal behavior is needed, or when a different class hierarchy 
iss employed, a new, lengthy visitor class must be constructed again. 

Iff  conciseness would be realized also for typed traversals, this would signifi-
cantlyy reduce the effort needed to develop and maintain traversal implementations. 

Composability y 
Inn all of the sketched approaches, composability of traversals is limited. Imagine, 
forr example, one would implement a traversal that collects all terminals, in addi-
tionn to the one that collects non-terminals. Could we compose the functionality 
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off  these two traversal into a single traversal that collects both terminals and non-
terminals?? In the functional style of rewriting, the functional approach without 
folds,, and the object-oriented approach without visitors, this is impossible. The 
neww traversal must be implemented from scratch. In the fold approach, the fold 
functionn can of course be reused, and the argument functions for collecting termi-
nalss and non-terminals can be composed, but the lengthy instantiation of the fold 
functionn must be repeated. In the visitor approach, this simple form of composi-
tionn is possible, but only if multiple inheritance is available. More complex forms 
off  composition can not be realized even with multiple inheritance. 

Anotherr form of desired composability would be to instantiate different traver-
sall  schemes with the same node action. For instance, would it be possible to 
reusee the node action of non-terminal collection for a traversal that selects a single 
non-terminall  from the AST? None of the sketched approaches allows such compo-
sition.. In the functional style of rewriting, the functional approach without folds, 
andd the object-oriented approach without visitors there is no separation between 
traversall  schema and node actions at all. In the pure style of rewriting, the node 
actionss are captured in separate rewrite rules, but the navigation behavior is im-
plicitplicit  in the strategy of the rewrite engine. Therefore, the rules can not be used 
inn separation from the navigation. In the fold approach, the recursion behavior is 
factored-out,, and parameterized with node actions, but these node actions can not 
bee used to instantiate other traversal schemes than the one captured by the fold 
function.. Finally, the visitor approach achieves some separation, but node actions 
(implementedd as visitor refinements) can not be used independently of the traversal 
visitorr they refine. 

Ideally,, a high degree of composability would be realized where new traversals 
cann conveniently be composed by combining and refining given functionality in a 
combinatoriall  style. Thus, we would like to adopt the style of typeful programming 
availablee with function combinators and rewrite strategy combinators [KKV95] , 
andd apply it to traversal problems. This would allow a high degree of reuse within 
applications. . 

Traversall  control 

Inn each of the sketched traversal approaches, the possibilities for control over the 
traversall  are unsatisfactory. By traversal control, we mean the ability to deter-
minee which parts of the representation are visited in which order, and under which 
conditions. . 

Inn the functional style of rewriting, functional programming without folds, and 
object-orientedd programming without visitors, the traversal strategy is hard-wired 
intoo the traversal itself. Traversal control can be implemented by adding parame-
terss to the various functions or methods that implement the traversal, but this re-
quiress entangling the control mechanism with the basic functionality of the traver-
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sall  throughout the code. In the fold approach, the traversal scheme is fixed in the 
foldd function. Control is absent. In the visitor approach, the default visitor im-
plementss the basic traversal scenario. The visit method redefinitions in subclasses 
off  this default visitor have the responsibility of iterating over the subelements of 
aa type, and by changing the iteration behavior, some traversal control can be ex-
erted.. Here, tangling is again an issue, and control can only be implemented per 
nodee type. 

Itt would be desirable to offer powerful means of traversal control, where pro-
grammerss can concisely construct the traversal strategies that their applications 
require.. An elegant and effective means of achieving this is to take inspiration 
fromm the (untyped) Stratego language [VBT991, which deconstructs traversal into 
one-stepp traversal combinators and ordinary recursion. 

Robustness s 

Thee traversal approaches sketched above are fragile with respect to changes in the 
underlyingg source code representation. If, for instance, a change would be needed 
too the representation of iterated symbols, each of the solutions would break. This 
iss especially disappointing because the two example traversals include no 'inter-
esting'' behavior for iterated symbols. Ideally, their solutions would never break 
unlesss the representation is changed of the types they are specifically intended 
too deal with: non-terminals, optional symbols, alternatives and epsilon. In the 
functionall  rewriting style, the functional approach without folds, and the object-
orientedd approach without visitors, the implementation of every operation so far 
definedd on the representation will need modification. In the fold approach, the fold 
functionn would need to be modified, as well as all instantiations of it. In the visitor 
approach,, the situation is slightly better, since the default visitors must be changed, 
butt their specializations will keep working. 

Iff  typed traversals would be defined in a (largely) generic fashion, they would 
bee more robust against changes in source code representations. Furthermore, if 
thee non-generic parts could be properly separated form the generic parts, the latter 
couldd be reused across different source code representations.. This would open the 
doorr to the construction of libraries of reusable traversal components. 

Thus,, when using traditional approaches, typeful programming of traversals is at 
oddss with conciseness, composability, traversal control, and robustness. Access 
too and traversal over subelements of typed representations involves dealing with 
manyy specific types in specific ways. As a consequence, type-safety comes at the 
costt of lengthy traversal code, which can not be reused to process different parts of 
thee representation or for differently typed representations, and which breaks with 
anyy change in the representation type. This is the dilemma that this thesis seeks to 
escape. . 
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1.55 Limitation s of novel typeful approaches 
Inn various programming paradigms, new techniques have been invented that allow 
aa more generic treatment of traversals. To some extent, these approaches alleviate 
thee problems of typeful traversal. We will discuss them and indicate what is still 
lacking. . 

Traversall  functions 

Thee term rewriting language ASF has been extended with traversal func-
tionstions [BKV02]. This means that when appropriate annotations are added to a 
functionn symbol, the programmer is relieved from providing the tedious imple-
mentationn of function symbols for all types in the signature. He only needs to 
providee declarations and rules for the types at which non-default behavior is re-
quired. . 

Thee traversal functions effectively eliminate the problem of loss of concise-
nesss of the functional style of rewriting. Also, robustness against representation 
changess is realized. Our two example problems, for instance, can be implemented 
withh traversal functions in just a few lines. Unfortunately, the approach is lim-
itedd with respect to traversal control and composability. The repertoire of possible 
traversall  schemes is fixed. The programmer is not enabled to construct his own 
traversall  schemes, but is rather forced to encode the desired scheme in terms of 
thee fixed set. For instance, to retrieve only a single non-terminal from an EBNF 
grammar,, an accumulating topdown traversal function would need to bee used that, 
whenn encountering a non-terminal, continues to traverse peer subtrees but ignores 
anyy further non-terminals that it might find. This leads again to a loss of concise-
ness,, but also to non-intuitive encodings or unwarranted performance complexity, 
thoughh recently support for additional directives, such as break and continue, has 
beenn added to alleviate these problems. 

Ass the fold and visitor approaches, the traversal function approach allows 
traversall  schemes to bee instantiated with different node actions, but not vice versa. 
AA node action is always implemented as a member of a family of traversal func-
tionss that follows a particular traversal strategy. In some cases, part of the traversal 
strategyy is entangled in the node actions, in the form of recursive calls that restart 
thee traversal when needed. Also, traversals can not be composed from reusable 
traversall  ingredients such as one-step traversal combinators. 

Polytypicc programming 

Polytypicc programming [Mee96, JJ97a] extends the functional programming par-
adigmm with a means of defining functions by induction over a sums-of-products 
representationn type. Such functions are generic, since any type can be represented 
byy sums of products. For specific types, additional equations can be provided in a 
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polytypicc function definition to provide non-generic behavior. At compile-time, a 
polytypicc function definition is expanded to specialized functions for all encoun-
teredd types. 

Polytypicc programming makes concise and robust implementation of traversals 
possible.. Unfortunately, the approach is limited with respect to composability. 
Forr instance, a traversal scheme can not be defined separately from node actions, 
becausee polytypic functions are not first-class. One polytypic function can not be 
passedd as argument to another. But the argument of a traversal scheme needs to be 
aa polytypic function to enable application of the node action to more than a single 
nodee type. 

AA recent implementation of polytypic programming, Generic Haskell [CL02], 
complementss induction over sums-of-products representation types with the addi-
tionall  notions of copy lines, constructor cases, and generic abstractions. These 
aree inspired by the expressiveness of updatable fold algebras, as will be presented 
inn Chapter 3. Though the composability of polytypic functions is to some extent 
improvedd with these additional notions, they still fail to be first-class citizens and 
hencee are limited regarding composability. 

Adaptivee programming 

Inn the Demeter project [LPS97], a notion of traversal strategy has been introduced 
forr object-oriented programming. This notion of strategy should not be confused 
withh the one from term rewriting in general or Stratego in particular. Demeter's 
strategiess are high-level descriptions of paths through object structures in terms of 
startt nodes, intermediate nodes, and end nodes. From these high-level descriptions, 
traversall  code is generated. 

Thee Demeter project has succeeded in making traversals more robust against 
changess in the class hierarchy, i.e. in making object-oriented software more adap-
tive.. The approach is limited in composability, traversal control, and reusability. 
Demeter'ss strategies are never fully generic: though they define traversals in terms 
off  only a few types, they do not allow traversals to be defined independent of any 
particularr type. 

1.66 Research questions 

Thee prime objective of this thesis is to demonstrate that traversal of source code 
representationss can be done in a generic manner, whilst their well-formedness is 
guaranteedd by a strong type system. But this objective is not pursued in the sterile 
environmentt of theoretical study. Rather, we take the pragmatic viewpoint that the 
theoreticall  solutions need to bee brought to a larger audience by proposing worked-
out,, light-weight, practically viable support for these solutions in mainstream gen-
erall  purpose programming. Only through such efforts can one entertain the hope 
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thatt the potential benefits of typed generic traversal will actually be realized. The 
concretee research questions that this thesis aims to answer are: 

1.. Can traversal over source code representations be both generic and strongly 
typed? ? 

2.. Can typed generic traversal be supported within the context of general-
purpose,, mainstream programming languages? 

3.. Can typed generic traversal support be integrated with support for other 
commonn language tool development tasks? 

Typedd generic traversal As we have seen, traditional approaches to typed traver-
sall  lack any constructs for generic traversal. As a consequence, lengthy traversal 
codee is needed, composition of complex traversals from smaller building blocks is 
hardlyy possible, reuse within applications and across applications is hindered, and 
traversall  code is brittle with respect to changes in source code representations. 

Inn various programming paradigms novel techniques have been proposed that 
alloww some form of typed generic traversal. These approaches regain conciseness 
off  traversal code and robustness, but unfortunately, they fail to address the issues 
off  composability, traversal control, or reuse across source code representations. 

Ourr objective will be to provide support for generic traversal that improves 
overr these approaches in a few essential ways. We aim to take a combinatorial ap-
proachh to traversal construction, where generic traversal combinators are first-class 
citizenss that allow amalgamation of generic and type-specific behavior. Success 
off  our approach will be measured by the amount of conciseness, composability, 
traversall  control, and robustness that can be achieved with it. 

Mainstreamm programming The need for generic traversal support stems from 
applicationn areas such as compiler construction, software renovation, reverse engi-
neering,, generative programming, and document processing. To build competitive 
applicationss in these areas, one may need support for a wide range of technologies, 
suchh as database access, interoperability, multi-threading, and graphical user inter-
faces.. For this reason, it is preferable to add generic traversal techniques to existing 
mainstreamm general-purpose programming languages, rather than to offer a dedi-
catedd niche-language with generic traversal support. That would allow leveraging 
thee expressiveness of these mainstream languages, as well as the libraries and tool 
supportt that have been developed for them, and to make use of the deployment 
expertisee gathered by an extensive user community. 

Wee will direct our efforts at appropriate representatives from the object-oriented 
andd functional programming paradigms. In particular, we will attempt adding 
genericc traversal support to the class-based object-oriented programming language 
Java,, and the non-strict strongly-typed functional programming language Haskell. 
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Thee mainstream character of Java needs no corroboration. Though no functional 
languagee can at the present time be called genuinely mainstream, Haskell comes as 
closee as any other strongly typed functional language (SML would also have been 
aa good candidate). It is supported by several compilers and interpreters, it has a 
significantlyy large user community, and libraries and tools are available that ad-
dresss issues such as database access, concurrency, interoperability, graphical users 
interfaces,, and more [Rei02]. 

Integratedd language tool development Traversal of source code representa-
tionss is only one out of several tasks that are common to all language process-
ingg tools. Other essential tasks are parsing to create representations, and pretty-
printingprinting to convert representations back to code. When language tool development 
iss done in a component-based fashion, another important task is exchange of source 
codee representations via appropriate exchange formats. 

Wee intend to integrate our support for generic traversal with support for pars-
ing,, pretty-printing and exchange of source code representations. Through such 
integration,, generic traversal support should be usable for component-based de-
velopmentt of complete language tools. In particular, we aim for integration with 
thee language tool components developed in the context of the ASF+SDF Meta-
Environmentt [BDH+01]. 

1.77 Road map 

Chapterr 2 presents a general architecture for language processing tools. In this 
architecture,, SDF grammars are used as contracts between tool components. From 
thesee grammars, one can generate parsers, pretty-printers, and traversal support as 
welll  as the necessary code for representing and exchanging syntax trees between 
parsers,, traversal components, and pretty-printers. Instantiations of this architec-
turee are sketched for various implementation languages. In the subsequent chap-
ters,, the most challenging elements of the architecture instantiations are worked 
outt for representative typed languages from the functional and object-oriented pro-
grammingg paradigms, viz Haskell and Java. 

Inn Chapters 3 and 4, generic traversal support is developed for the strongly 
typedd functional programming language Haskell, following two approaches. The 
firstt approach is more 'conventional' from the perspective of the functional para-
digm,, since it is based on the notion of generalized folds, which is well-established 
inn this paradigm. We make these folds updatable and composable. The second ap-
proachh is more flexible and powerful. It constitutes a realization in Haskell of the 
strategicc programming idiom, of which Stratego [VBT99] and (an extension of) 
thee Rewriting Calculus [CK99] provide earlier, but untyped, incarnations. 

Inn Chapters 5, 6, and 7, generic traversal support is developed for the strongly 
typedd object-oriented language Java. Also, integration is realized of traversal com-
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ponentss developed in Java with SDF tools for parsing and pretty printing. In this 
paradigm,, the notion of a visitor combinator is introduced to realize the idiom of 
strategicc programming. 

Finally,, Chapter 8 discusses how our research questions are met by the material 
off  the various chapters. 
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Origin ss of the Chapters 

Chapterr 2, "Grammars as Contracts", was co-authored by Merijn de Jonge. It was 
publishedd earlier as: 

M.. de Jonge and J. Visser. Grammars as Contracts. In Proceedings of 
thethe Second International Conference on Generative and Component-
basedbased Software Engineering (GCSE 2000). Lecture Notes in Com-
puterr Science 2177, pages 85-99. Springer, 2000. 

Chapterr 3, "Dealing with Large Bananas", was co-authored by Ralf Lammel and 
Jann Kort. It was published earlier as: 

R.. Lammel, J. Visser and J. Kort. Dealing with Large Bananas. 
Inn Proceedings of the second Workshop on Generic Programming 
(WGP(WGP 2000). Technical Report UU-CS-2000-19, Universiteit Utrecht. 

Chapterr 4, "Typed Combinators for Generic Traversal", was co-authored by Ralf 
Lammel.. It was published earlier as: 

R.. Lammel and J. Visser. Typed Combinators for Generic Traversal. 
Inn Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium on Practical 
AspectsAspects of Declarative Languages (PADL 2002). In Lecture Notes in 
Computerr Science 2257, pages 137-154. Springer, 2002. 

Chapterr 5, "Visitor Combination and Traversal Control", was published earlier as: 

J.. Visser. Visitor Combination and Traversal Control. In Proceedings 
ofof the ACM Conference on Object-Oriented Programming Systems, 
Languages,Languages, and Applications (OOPSLA 2001). ACM SIGPLAN No-
ticess (36)11, pages 270-282. ACM 2001. 

Chapterr 6, "Object-Oriented Tree Traversal with JJForester", was co-authored by 
Tobiass Kuipers. It was published earlier as: 

T.. Kuipers and J. Visser. Object-oriented Tree Traversal with JJ-
Forester.. In Proceedings of the First Workshop on Language De-
scriptions,scriptions, Tools and Applications 2001 (LDTA'01). Electronic Notes 
inn Theoretical Computer Science 44(2). Elsevier Science Publishers, 
2001.. To appear also in Science of Computer Programming. 

Chapterr 7, "Building Program Understanding Tools Using Visitor Combinators", 
wass co-authored by Arie van Deursen. It was published earlier as: 

A.. van Deursen and J. Visser. Building Program Understanding Tools 
Usingg Visitor Combinators. In Proceedings of the Tenth International 
WorkshopWorkshop on Program Comprehension (IWPC 2002). IEEE Com-
puterr Society, pages 137-146. 
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